Weekend Testing Session #123: Wordpress Testing Support

Weekend Testing (WT): Hi Sandeep, welcome to Weekend Testing Session #123. Looks like it
will be just two of us. Please download the .zip from
https://make.wordpress.org/test/2018/10/10/call-for-testing-gutenberg-4-0-pre-release/
Sandeep, 3:55 PM
Hi Ajay.
Downloaded. So here I did some installation process, FYI. I installed WordPress locally using
XAMPP server and then loaded the Gutenberg plugin
3:56 PM
WT: I will try to load on testwithajay platform
Sandeep, 3:58 PM
okay
4:00 PM
I am updating my wordpress to be compatible with the plugin
Sandeep, 4:01 PM
Okay. I observed that this rc-1 version of plugin is not the most updated one. Once installed, the
wordpress plugin section says following
There is a new version of Gutenberg available. View version 4.0.0 details or update now.
4:02 PM
Yes that in itself seems to be an issue (bug)
Sandeep, 4:03 PM
I have wordpress-4.9.8 on the top of which I have installed this plugin. I asked the question on
https://make.wordpress.org/test/2018/10/10/call-for-testing-gutenberg-4-0-pre-release/
So should we go ahead with the rc-1 version?
4:07 PM
i got 4.0.0 after upgrade
we can test on the latest version
Sandeep, 4:07 PM
okay
Which item you will be picking. I am thinking of picking 10291 first
4:09 PM
I will be testing
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Add ability to change overlay color in Cover Image.
Introduce new Font Size Picker with clear labels and size comparison.
Introduce new RichText data structure to allow better manipulation of inline content.
Add Pullquote style variation and color palette support.
Add support for post locking when multiple authors interact with the editor.
I don't see 10291 in changelog
Sandeep, 4:11 PM
where do you see change log? I am referring to the original list on posting
4:12 PM
i am referring to details section on the plugin from list of plugins
Sandeep, 4:14 PM
Okay I was referring the list from the post only
..test/2018/10/10/call-for-testing-gutenberg-4-0-pre-release/
10291 is on the top
so changelog is what we should refer to?
4:15 PM
you can pick either
I will continue with the list I mentioned
Sandeep, 4:15 PM
okay
Exit the code editor using the link at top right. Try from different browser versions. (10061)
Nest some bulleted list items and check that the indented ones are circles. (10358)
Search for terms when adding categories. (10138)
Add a text color to a paragraph with links and see that the links change color too. (10171)
Insert images using the classic block. (10306)
Embed a few videos and check that they look correct at different screen sizes. (10161, 10213)
This is my list
4:18 PM
ok
Sandeep, 4:34 PM
Skype restarted somehow. just noticed
4:42 PM
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I am done with 3 components
out of 5
Sandeep, 4:42 PM
great
I found a potential bug in one of the fix they did
4:42 PM
ok
5:06 PM
I am done with my testing
How much more time you might need
Sandeep, 5:07 PM
great
30 minutes more
5:07 PM
maybe we can just discuss what we have done so far and wrap it up?
you can continue after 6 as well
Sandeep, 5:07 PM
okay
we can discuss
5:07 PM
I will share my notes
Charter: Test the items from changelog for Gutenberg plugin.
Start Time: 4pm IST
# Downloaded the .zip file and logged into www.testwithajay.com to import the plugin.
# The import was smooth. Wordpress version had to be updated. Updated it as well.
# Plugin displayed that there is a new version to the plugin.
# Installed the latest plugin version as well.
# Started with the first few items in the Plugin > Details > Change log
Add ability to change overlay color in Cover Image.
Introduce new Font Size Picker with clear labels and size comparison.
Introduce new RichText data structure to allow better manipulation of inline content.
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Add Pullquote style variation and color palette support.
Add support for post locking when multiple authors interact with the editor.

Add ability to change overlay color in Cover Image: Time spent: 10 mins
# Added an image and made it as a cover image.
# Able to select different overlay colours for the cover image.
# Searched for bright red color hex values and entered it in custom color value - the color got
applied
# published posts as well - the colours were retained
Introduce new Font Size Picker with clear labels and size comparison.
# Tried with medium, normal, small, large and huge text.
# Font size was displayed for all types except normal. [ISSUE]
# Normal seems to be the default font size and considering other sizes should be more than 13
and less than 20.
# Published the post and then compared with another post without the Gutenberg plugin
enabled
Introduce new RichText data structure to allow better manipulation of inline content.
# I had selected different font sizes for different text using the Gutenberg plugin - saved as post
1. Later wanted to see how it a new post 2 looked without this plugin.
# On disabling the plugin, the post 1 lost its formatting and all the text is displayed as normal.
Not sure if this is intended behaviour.
# Also, the image no longer looked like a cover image. [ISSUE]
# On re-enabling Gutenberg plugin, post 1 retained its original formatting in edit mode but on
publishing, lost the formatting. [ISSUE]
Add Pullquote style variation and color palette support.
# Is there a special way to distinguish pull quote vs block quote?
# Published a post with and without pull quote
Add support for post locking when multiple authors interact with the editor.
# Couldn’t test as no other author was present
End time: 5.08pm IST
your thoughts?
Sandeep, 5:13 PM
Session Start - 4 PM
Setup - Wordpress 4.8.9 installed as local on XAMPP server
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Exit the code editor using the link at top right. Try from different browser versions. (10061)
There is no link at top right. This feature is provided using three dots
- Edit it visually
- Edit it as HTML
1. A block doesn't allow, a type other than intended one. Paragraph can't be given Lists and vice
versa. It is treated as Custom HTML.[Seems an intended behaviour for Tech savy bloggers]
2. User have to then convert into blocks and based on tags given a new block of that tag type is
being created.
Nest some bulleted list items and check that the indented ones are circles. (10358)
Yes. Intended one for a block type (List).
1. Top level list item can't be intended to right, unless this item is nested inside a new top level
list item.
2. Put cursor in front of the top list item and hit enter. The nested items lose their circles and get
following shape [Issue]
3. Put cursor in front of parent list item and hit BackSpace, This block is merged into preceding
block which is of list type. Why a Block is merging into other block even of same type? [Issue]
Further Explore - Can this happen for a preceding block of Paragraph type?
5:15 PM
nice
what looked simple has multiple interactions
for ex: what if the above were done in conjunction with an image
Sandeep, 5:17 PM
right
I also learnt this XMAPP Server installation and Wordpress local installation. So overall feeling
good about this exercise
5:19 PM
i also was sceptical of how i would test
now i know to test a wordpress plugin
Sandeep, 5:20 PM
:)
So wrapping up? Next steps? how are we going to report?
on their git repo of bugs I believe
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5:21 PM
we can upload this whole chat transcript on website and share the link on the call for testing
page.
thanks for coming
Sandeep, 5:22 PM
okay
5:22 PM
hope to see you in next session
:)
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